Reimagine 3PL
Both Fortune 100 companies and regional manufacturers rely on We Pack Logistics’ reimagined 3PL solutions to deliver their unique product to the store shelf. With over 25 years of third-party logistics experience, we have developed technology driven, flexible systems that provide highly efficient, client-friendly services.

- Packaging
  - Display building
  - Kitting & assembly
  - Bundling
  - Case forming
  - Shrink wrapping
  - Isolated production rooms
- Fulfillment house
- Pick & pack
- Transloading
- Warehousing
  - Ambient
  - Freezer/coolers/climate controlled

You need immediate, accurate information to effectively manage your business. We utilize our warehouse management system from Manhattan Associates to provide our clients:

- Online access for real-time visibility
- Exceptional inventory control
- Integration with client’s current systems
- Custom reports

Reimagine supply chain solutions tailored to support your brand.
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Our clients are excited with the results of our consultative approach to solving their logistics challenges. With our extensive experience in taking consumer packaged goods from design to market, we offer tailor-made solutions to fit each client’s specific needs.

CUSTOM 3PL SOLUTIONS
Partnership | Packaging | Project Management | Logistics
The average third party logistics (3PL) company is no longer enough to ensure your success. We have reimagined 3PL to serve you better and give you the tools to develop a more efficient system to take your products to market.

The reimagined 3PL adds partnership, packaging, and project management to the standard logistics services, forming a suite of customizable services to create a supply chain system specific to your needs.

---

**Partnership**
- Invested in systems
- Interest in your product
- Supply chain management
- Invested in equipment & space
- Dedicated to your success

**Packaging**
- Brand awareness
- Packaging options
- Fulfillment house

**Project management**
- Complete supply chain management
- Warehouse management
- Product management
- Shipping solutions
- eCommerce

**Logistics**
- Intermodal transportation
- Inventory control
- Multiple sources/multiple destinations
- Cross dock to cross country
Custom 3PL Solutions
Flexible Space | Flexible Workforce | Scalable Technology System | Premium Services

Your company’s and your brand’s reputation depends on the ability to take your product from design to market. With our flexible space, workforce and technology you can customize a logistics system that ensures the integrity of your packaging, warehousing, transportation and inventory control processes.

You now have the ability to reimagine an efficient 3PL solution specific to your unique product.

Flexible space
· Centrally located
· 1.5 Mil. SF currently available
· Additional space available nationwide

Flexible workforce
· Specialized staff
· Full time hands-on skill team
· Labor added and trained as needed

Scalable technology
· Clients have online access for real-time visibility
· Exceptional inventory control
· Integration with client’s current systems
· Custom reports

Transportation management
· Full access to freight and rail lines
· Broker or leverage transportation relationships

Premium services
· Custom packaging
· Kitting and assembling
· Cooler/freezer space
· Isolated production rooms/climate controlled
· Cross-dock distribution
Company Capabilities

Fortune 100 and mid-size companies take advantage of our reimagined 3PL solutions to safely, securely, and efficiently take their unique product from design to the market.

Services
- Packaging
  - Display building
  - Kitting & assembly
  - Bundling
  - Case forming
  - Shrink wrapping
  - Isolated production rooms
- Fulfillment house
- Pick & pack
- Transloading
- Warehousing
  - Ambient
  - Freezer/cooler
  - Climate controlled

Capacity
- North Texas and North Carolina locations
- Over 1,500,000 sq ft
- Food grade facilities
- Ambient storage
- Flexible workforce

Technology
Manhattan Associates Warehouse Management System:
- Clients have online access for real-time visibility
- Exceptional inventory control
- Integration with client’s current systems
- Custom reports

Quality Assurance
- Full-time quality assurance manager and on-site QA staff
- Tailored quality assurance programs
- Daily, weekly and monthly internal quality assurance audits

Credentials
- USDA Approved
- USDA CCC
- FDA Labeler
- FDA Medical Device 2 Isolated production rooms
- ISO 9001:2008 Certified
- Open Food Manufacturer License
- SQF 2000 Level 3 Certified
- HACCP Auditors on Staff

Warehousing & Distribution
- Fulfillment house
- Pick & pack shipping
- Case pick
- Product recall
- Traceability
- RFID support
- Freezer/cooler
- Truckload & LTL
- Rail services
- Multimodal
- Cross docking
- Container export/import
Facilities
Centrally Located | Ambient Storage | Cooler & Freezer Storage

Make use of our 1.5 million square feet of space centrally located in North Texas and in North Carolina or reimagine a space customized to your brand’s needs, located anywhere in the country.

- 1.5 Million SF. ambient storage, cooler, freezer, temperature controlled storage
- Isolated production rooms
- Ambient assembly and display building, re-pack, secondary packaging and primary packaging.
- Temperature controlled re-pack and secondary packaging
- Served by Kiamichi Railroad, a shortline that connects to UP, BNSF and KCS
- Transloading facility supported by our own fleet of tractor/trailers
Real-time access to your inventory, transportation and order information is the key to successfully managing the distribution of your product, from production to consumer. Enjoy the speed and accuracy of the latest warehouse management technology and the caring personal attention given each product by the individuals working toward your success.

Balancing cutting-edge technology and the human touch gives you the best of both automation and personal service. This is just another way we are reimagining 3PL.

Manhattan Associates Warehouse Management System
- Guaranteed inventory control
- Real time inventory
- Automated processes
- Data transparency (real time inventory & process visibility for our clients)
- Improved data accuracy
- Integration with your current systems
- Online access
- Printed reports
Packaging
Customized solutions | Kitting & Assembly | Display Building | Bundling | Shrink Wrap

The first exposure customers have to your brand is packaging. The accuracy and quality work we guarantee when repacking, shrink wrapping, or assembling and filing POP displays is essential to your brand integrity. As a reimagined 3PL we offer customized solutions, from design to distribution, created to support your brand. Quality assurance programs are tailored to your product by your dedicated CSRs and planners who manage a flexible workforce to insure your product exceeds all expectations.

- Primary packaging
- Secondary packaging
- Kitting & assembly
- Display building
- Bundling
- Case forming
- Fulfillment house
- Pick & Pack
- Pallet wraps
- Multipacks
- Shrink wrap
- Just-in-time packaging
- Temperature controlled
- Isolated production rooms
Getting your goods to market can be the most complicated process in the supply chain. We offer flexibility to crossdock product from one mode of transportation to another or take in bulk goods and redistribute to multiple locations. Together we can develop a reimagined transportation system that is right for you.

**Locations**
- Texas
  - Paris - 8 locations
  - Dallas - 1 location
  - Sulphur Springs - 1 location
- North Carolina
  - Maxton - 2 locations

**Shipping**
- Domestic and international containers
- Company van, flatbed, drop deck, and lowboy fleet

**Transloading Capabilities**
- Truck to rail
- Rail to truck

**Rail**
- Dallas, Tx (UP, BNSF)
  - spotting for 10
- Paris, TX (UP, BNSF, KCS) all car types
  - spotting for 25
- Sulphur Springs, TX (UP, KCS) all car types
  - spotting for 10
Efficient distribution of your high-volume materials and products is key to your success. We Pack Transload provides industry-leading container drayage, transloading, warehousing, local and long-haul transportation of your product.

We Pack Logistics, our parent company, operates over 1.0 million SF of warehouse space in the East Texas and Dallas area to handle your storage and distribution needs.

Facilities
Dallas, TX
Delivering Carriers: UP, BNSF
Warehouse: 250,000+ SF  Acreage: 5 acres
Features: Food grade storage, ambient storage

Paris, TX
Delivering Carriers: UP, BNSF, KCS, KRR
Warehouse: 500,000+ SF  Acreage: 40 acres
Features: Outdoor storage, ambient storage, cooler, freezer, temperature controlled storage, ambient assembly, re-pack, secondary packaging, primary packaging

Sulphur Springs, TX
Delivering Carriers: UP, KCS
Warehouse: 120,000+ SF  Acreage: 25 acres
Features: Food grade, ambient storage, outside storage, cooler storage down to 36 degrees F

Lifting Assets
- Bridge cranes 32T and 11T
- Rough terrain cranes 22T
- 8T-20T loaders
- 5T-10T forklifts
- 5T-20T excavators

Technology
- Manhattan Associates Warehouse Management System
  - Real time product visibility to customers
  - Cost efficiency
  - Rapid response
- EDI compatible
- Transportation execution
- 120T truck scales

Product Handling (partial list)
- Limestone Rock Asphalt (LRA)
- Hydraulic Fracturing Sand (frac sand)
- Aggregate
- Grains
- Hydrocarbons
- Minerals
- Palletized Cargo
- Loose Loaded Cargo
- Food products
- Fertilizers
- Heavy equipment
- Lumber & Steel
- Plastics
- Handstacked Cargo
- Building Products
- Oil Field Supplies

Permits & Certifications
- ISO9001:2008
- Food Grade Certified USDA
- Food Grade FDA Registered
- Certified Public Weighing
- Certified Pest Control Program
- Safe Food Quality SQF Level 3
- Open Food License
- Class II FDA Medical Device Registration
- HACCP Auditors on Staff
Farley’s & Sathers – Free-standing Candy Display
Food Handling | Air conditioned Space | Display Construction | Assembly | Store-Specific Shipping
Kimberly-Clark – Shipper Preparation
Club Store Pallet Displays | Case Erection and Sealing | Mixed Pallet Loading
Store-Specific Couponing/Instant Rebates | Direct to DC Shipping
Kimberly-Clark – Special Edition Tote Packaging
Automated Full Package Pressure Sensitive Labeling | Fill and Bundle Wrap | Couponing
Mixed Pallet Loading | Direct to DC Shipping
Kimberly-Clark – Gift Pack Kitting
Case Erection of Package | Assembly | Full Heat Shrink | Direct to DC Shipping
Unilever – Ice Cream Repacking
-20° F Storage | Freezer Packaging | Imported Food Handling | SQF Level 3 Certification
FDA Class II Medical Device Isolated Production Room
Temperature Controlled | Kitting & Assembly | Automated Bagstars | Metal Detection
Freezer Facilities – Unilever Ice Cream
Food & Beverage | -20° F Storage & Packaging | SQF Level 3 Certification | Multi- & Re-Packaging
Kitting | Bundling
Warehousing – Soci Products
Pick & Pack Fulfillment | Custom Pallets | Inventory Management | Import Container
Cooler Warehousing – Morningstar
36° F Storage | Inventory Management
Ambient Warehousing
Full Pallet | Case Pick | Pick & Pack
Managers of small and large paving jobs rely on We Pack Transload to store and deliver quality LRA products. The capacity to stockpile and truck materials to multiple locations helps insure the timely completion of your projects. LRA produces a superior road paving material with respect to tire skid resistance and ease of use. Normal Hot-Mix materials only have a shelf life of a few days, LRA, on the other hand can be stored for as long as one year. In addition, LRA has a higher yield per cubic yard (CY).

LRA TX DOT Item 330 Type I & Type II
- Ready To Use
- Asphalt Stabilized Base
- Level Up, Paving, Patching & Covering
- Flushed or Bleeding Surfaces
- Computer Controlled Mixing
- Rut & Skid Resistant
- Machine or Blade Application
- Open to traffic immediately after rolling
- Great for dust control
- Stockpile up to one year

Also available are type AA, A & B coarse base for projects requiring build up, and LRA Fines for dust control in heavy vehicle traffic areas and work sites where a safe, clean environment is important.

Hydraulic Fracturing Sand
When managing your oil or natural gas extraction, the last thing you need to worry about is your sand. Trust We Pack Transload to deliver quality sand for your job, to the right location, on time. With our direct connections to the railroad system we are capable of efficiently supplying your site with the quantity of sand needed to get your job done.

- Direct connection to the railroad
- Covered hopper railcars
- Environmentally protected storage facility
To learn more, visit us at www.wepack.com or scan this code with your iPhone or smart phone.